Jakkals Jag and Seasons – Most
of the time it is overrated!
Now my e mail is going to crash!
To those few who enjoying taking digs at
our website this will no doubt give you
just one more thing to bitch about and
take the article apart like a detective, but
read carefully to what I say and then
before you comment think again……..

We all know Mnr Kakals is one of the smartest characters in the jungle
right, yes for sure! We all agree so far, but now after the next statement we
will start to get frowns on the reader’s side, but before you comment and
laugh think carefully…
I personally have called predators for more than 25 years, I have called
and killed a lot of meat eaters, and this is excluding cats, I refer to the
Witrug or Rooijakkals – the black backed jackal, this amazing individual is
an amazing critter, he can pin point your exact location when you stop
calling and he comes in from over a kilometre away, he will come in and be
shot 10m from the caller that is not playing and that was last played about
10 minutes ago, he can find your exact location easily, he is a very
intelligent scoundrel, and we all know that.
This bitch - we
watched her
approach from over
800m away, we were
not playing and we
shot her 25m exactly
away from the caller!
They are true
survivors and adapt
well to most
environments.

NOW, and here we go, critics here we come……… Mnr Kakals, although wise
and willing, is many times estimated to be more intelligent than he actually is.
And to prove the theory I did my own tests and here they are listed below. I
called in the Eastern Cape, Graaff Reinet and did my own personal
educational test, to see just how clever Mnr Kakals really is. See this test, and
look at what happened.
GETTING THE JACKAL CYCLE ALL WRONG TO SEE THE RESULTS
YEILDED THE FOLLOWING RESULTS.
Intentionally, I did the following;
I visited with family three times during the year and it was January 15th 2012,
this as we all know is a SOCIAL TIME, then in June (end breeding time or
some areas in the middle) and again middle November (puppies are out and
about)
Here are the results and the INCORRECT SOUNDS I DECIDED TO PLAY.
In January 15th, it was only one night due to bad weather; I played an
aggressive bark like challenge mixed with a fawn. I was able to call in two
jackals, of what only one gave me a good chance of a shot, the other came in
and never stopped and due to his angle of approach I was unable to get in a
shot, and he escaped, range was around 70m. I called for 2 hours that night,
no others answered and they just came in.
So, here I used the incorrect sound for that time of the year and I had two, one
was dead and one is still walking around……. The other two dates I also used
the incorrect sounds and I was successful.
Now, before hell and thunder attacks my e mail service and I get lots of mails
from the critics who hate my site but are always scavenging at it like jackals, I
agree it does help to play matching sounds, but it isn’t a proven fact that it
works that much better – sure for the educated doggie yes, but generally
naaa, the majority wont know the diff between a puppy and a fight!
MORE PROOF, my partner and I use a sound I made up, if we call at night
and we get very little and or are sukkeling, then we use this sound, it is a
JACKAL DISCO, it is a sound of barking, food, puppies, alpha male jackal,
challenge and whatever, a whole bunch of stuff all thrown together to play over
10 minutes, and I can tell you it works!!!! We have taken scores of jackal like
this, many jackals, mixing and NOT matching works!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
So, don’t always believe matching a jackal cycle will work better – often
it does not. Remember in jackal calling there is no strict rule book!
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